COMPLETELYREDUCIBLE Lffi ALGEBRASOF
LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS
NATHAN JACOBSON

W. W. Morozov [lO] and [ll]1 has announced and indicated proofs
of the following theorems.
If S is a semi-simple Lie algebra over the field of complex numbers,
then any element d of 8 such that Ad d is nilpotent can be imbedded
in a three-dimensional
simple subalgebra.
If 5D?is a semi-simple subalgebra of a semi-simple algebra 8 over
the field of complex numbers, then the centralizer 3Î of ÜD?in 8 is a
direct sum of a semi-simple algebra and its center. Moreover, the
elements of the center have adjoint mappings that have simple elementary divisors.
The proof of the first result appears to have a gap2 and the proof
of the second result is sketched only for the case SDîa three-dimensional simple algebra. In the present note we shall give simple and
complete proofs of these results for arbitrary base fields of characteristic 0. Moreover, we shall give these results what appears to be their
natural setting, namely, the theory of completely reducible Lie algebras of linear transformations.
We shall also extend Morozov's first
result to Lie triple systems (Lemma 4) and we shall use this extension
to obtain an analogue of this result for Jordan algebras (Theorem

8).
1. Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper we deal exclusively with
algebras over fields of characteristic 0.
Let S be a Lie algebra of linear transformations
that is completely
reducible in the sense that the vector space is completely reducible
relative to 8. As is well known, 8 is completely reducible if and only
if the enveloping associative algebra S of 8 is semi-simple. In an
earlier paper [ó] we proved that if 8 is completely reducible, then
8 = 8i©(5 where 8i is semi-simple and Ë is the center. Also, it is clear
that the elements of ß all have simple elementary
divisors, since
otherwise the enveloping algebra of S has nilpotent elements and (5
has a radical. Conversely suppose that 8 = 8i©S where 8i is semisimple and Ë is the center and consists of elements with simple elementary divisors. Then the enveloping algebra of 8 is a homomorphic
Received by the editors December 2, 1949.
1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
2 The statement "then x<¡belongs to the zero root, etc." on p. 85,1. 8 of [10] does
not seem to be substantiated.
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image of the direct product fy of the enveloping algebras of 81 and of
the enveloping algebras of the elements of S. By the theorem of complete reducibility of the representations
of a semi-simple algebra, 81
is completely reducible and hence its enveloping algebra is semisimple. Hence, ^5 is semi-simple and consequently 8 is completely reducible. This proves the following result.

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a Lie algebra
of linear transformations be completely reducible is that 2 = 81 ffifè where
81 is semi-simple and S is the center and consists of elements with simple
elementary divisors.
We shall also require the following extension
paper referred to in [ö].

of Theorem

3 of the

Theorem 2. Let 2 be a Lie algebra of linear transformations with
enveloping associative algebra S. If 9Î is the radical of @ and @ that of

2, then [8©]QK.
Proof.

Consider g* = (g/9t Evidently (8+3î)/9î is a Lie subalge-

bra of 6* with ®* as enveloping

algebra.

Since S* is semi-simple,

(8+fô)/9l==(8i/9î)©(U/9t) where 81/$ is semi-simple and U/SRis the
center of (8+3î)/9î. Now

(8 4- SR)/US ((2 + SR)/9t)/(U/»)tt 81/SR
is semi-simple.

Since

(© + U)/U

is a solvable

ideal in (8+U)/U,

(©+U)/U = 0 so that ©ÇU. On the other hand, [(8+$R)/3t, U/9?j =0
and this implies that [811]C$. Hence, also [8©]Ç9Î.
Remarks. By Levi's theorem 2 can be decomposed as 8 = @+2)?
where ffl is semi-simple and @n3)i = 0. It follows that the derived

algebra 2'= [88]= [8®]+ [SflSDî]
where [8©]ç© and [SKa^çS«.
Hence 8'^©=
[8®]. Thus the conclusion of Theorem 2 can be replaced by the following stronger result: 8'P>@Ç9Î.3 Since the radical
©1 of 8' is contained in ©, we see also that @iÇ9î; hence the enveloping algebra of @i is nilpotent. If we apply this result to the adjoint

representation,
we obtain a simple proof of a theorem of Cartan
[2, p. 108] that the radical of the derived algebra of an arbitrary Lie
algebra is nilpotent. The condition 8 =81 ©6, 8i semi-simple is equivalent to 8' semi-simple. This follows from Levi's theorem and the fact
that a semi-simple algebra coincides with its derived algebra.

2. Some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let 2 be an arbitrary Lie algebra and suppose that d and h
* This remark is due to Chevalley.
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are elements of 8 such that [dh]=d and AG[8d].
another element e in 8 such that [10, p. 85]

(1)

[dh] = d,

[eh] = - e,

107

Then there exists

[de] = h.

Proof. There exists a z in 8 such that [zd] =h. Let D, Z, H be the
adjoint mappings of d, z, h respectively. Then

(2)

[DH] = D,

[ZD] = H.

Because of the first of these equations

D is nilpotent

[6, Lemma 2].

Also,
[[zh] + z,d]=

[[zd]h] + [z[hd]] + [zd\
= 0 - [zd] + [zd] = 0.

Hence, [zh] = —z+xi where xiGSi

the subalgebra

of elements that

commute with the element d. Since [DH] =D, Äi.ff£$i.

Also

[ZD'] = HEP-1 + DHD*-1 + ■■■ + D^H

= D^iH - (* - 1)) + D^iH -H-2))

+ ---+

D"H

-"M(*-£T1)Now let b = aDi~1E®ir\Wi-1.

Then aD* = 0 and

iiaD*-1) (h--j

= aZD< - aDV

= iaZ)D\
Hence &(#-(*-1)/2)-0

(mod Sti^W*). It follows that H+\

is a

1-1 linear transformation
of Si onto itself. Hence we can find a
yiGßi such that yi(.r7+l) = —Xi, that is, [yi/f]+yi= —Xi. Then

[0 + yu h] = [zh] + [yih]
= — 0 + xi — yi -

xi = — 0 — yi.

It follows that e= —z—yi satisfies

[eh] = — e,

[dh] = d,

[de] = h.

Lemma 2. If d is a nilpotent matrix in the matrix algebra <£„, $> a
field, then there exist matrices h and e such that (1) holds.
Proof. We use induction on ». If d is decomposable, we get a reduction to matrices of lower degree. Hence, we may suppose that
d = ei2+e23+

• ■ • +en-i.n-

Then
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n - 1\
en + ( 1-—Je22
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/
» - 1\
+ l2-—)ess

+

/
n- 1\
+ I « - 1-—)en."'

1

2

/
621 +

\(

/(i-\)(i-2)

+ {-2-2-)«*+
/(» -

2(n - 1)\

( 1-;-

) «32 +

2
(i-\)(n-\)\

1)(» - 2)

+■■

(» - 1)2\

+ {-2-2—j^-i

satisfies the given conditions.

Lemma 3. Let 2 be a Lie algebra of linear transformations that has the
property that any nilpotent element d can be imbedded in a three-dimensional simple subalgebra (d, e, h) such that (1) holds. Then any subalgebra 3JÎ that has a complementary subspace 11of 2 invariant relative to
M has the property stated for 2.

Proof. Our assumption is that 8 = 3)Î©U where [USD?]
ÇU. If u is
an element of 5DÎwhich is nilpotent, then we can find a v and a w in 8
such that [uw]=u,
[vw] = —v, [uv]=w. Write w = Wi-\-w2, Wi in U,
w2 in SO?,v = Vi+v2, Vi in U, v2 in 9JÎ. Then [wwi] + [uw2] =u. Hence
[uw2]=u. Also [uvi]+[uv2]=Wi+w2,
so that [uv2]=w2. Thus w2
G [8«]. Hence by Lemma 1 we can find a c in 8 such that
[uw2] = u,

[cw2] = — c,

[uc] = w2.

Write c = Ci+ C2.Then
[UC2] = Wi,

[c2w2]

Hence (u, c2, w2) is a three-dimensional
taining u.

=

— c2.

simple subalgebra

of SDîcon-

3. Imbedding of nilpotent elements in three-dimensional
subalgebras.

simple

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If 2 is a completely reducible Lie algebra of linear transformations, any nilpotent element d of 2 can be imbedded in a threedimensional simple subalgebra of 2.
Proof.
We know that 8=8i©6
where 8i is semi-simple and E is
the center and all the elements of S have simple elementary divisors.
Let Ä be the complete algebra of linear transformations acting in the
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same space as 8. Let 8*, 81*,6* be the sets of adjoint mappings acting
in Ä and determined by the subalgebras 8, 81, Ê respectively. Since 8f
is semi-simple, it is completely
(S* all have simple elementary

reducible. Moreover the elements of
divisors. Hence this commutative
set
of linear transformations
is also completely reducible. Since [81*,S*]
= 0, it follows that 8* = 8*+fè* is a completely reducible set of linear
transformations.
Thus we can decompose S as SffiSDÎ where [3JÎ8]
ÇS0Î. Since Ä is isomorphic to a complete matrix algebra, it follows
from Lemmas 2 and 3 that d can be imbedded in a three-dimensional

simple subalgebra of 8.
We recall that a linear transformation a can be expressed in one and
only one way as a sum of two commuting linear transformations s
and n where 5 has simple elementary divisors and « is nilpotent.
(Cf. [3, p. 523].) These linear transformations
are polynomials in a.
Hence they commute with every linear transformation commutative
with a. Following Malcev [9] we say that a Lie algebra 8 of linear
transformations
is splittable if the parts 5 and » of every aG8 also belong to 8. It is clear that the center of a splittable Lie algebra is
splittable. We can use this concept to obtain a partial converse of

Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Let 8 be a Lie algebra of linear transformations such
that (1) every nilpotent element of 8 is contained in a three-dimensional
simple subalgebra, (2) the center of 8 is splittable. Then 8 is completely

reducible.
Proof. Consider a Levi decomposition 8 = 8iffi© where 81 is semisimple and © is the radical. If ¿G [8©], Theorem 2 shows that d is
nilpotent. Hence d can be imbedded in a three-dimensional
sub-

algebra SBof 8. If d^O, it follows that ©293. Since © is solvable,
this is impossible. Hence d = 0. Thus [8©] = 0 and © = S is the center.
A similar argument shows that Ë contains no nilpotent elements not
equal to 0. Since Ê is splittable, it follows that all the elements of E
have simple elementary divisors. Hence by Theorem 1, 8 is com-

pletely reducible.
4. Centralizers of completely reducible Lie algebras. We shall
prove first the following criterion that a subalgebra of a completely
reducible Lie algebra of linear transformations
be completely re-

ducible.
Theorem 5. Let 8 be a completely reducible Lie algebra and let 9JÍ be
a subalgebra such that (1) SDÎhas a complementary subspace in 8 invariant under 97Î, (2) the center of 9)? is splittable. Then 9ft is completely

reducible.
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This is immediate from Lemma 3, Theorems
We require also the following result.
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3 and 4.

Theorem 6. Any completely reducible algebra of linear transformations is splittable.
Proof. This result can be deduced from the theory of algebraic
Lie algebras [4], or [5, p. 37]. However, we shall give an independent
demonstration.
It is easy to see from Theorem 1 that it suffices to
prove our result for semi-simple algebras. Hence, let 8 be semisimple. Let 0G8 and write a = s-\-n where [sn] =0 and s has simple
elementary divisors and n is nilpotent. Let A, 5, N be the adjoint
mappings of the complete algebra of linear transformations
determined by the elements a, s, n respectively.
Then A = 5+ N,
[SN] =0,5
has simple elementary divisors, N nilpotent. Hence 5
and N are polynomials in A and consequently
the relation 2A Q2
implies 85Ç8 and 2NÇ.2. Hence 5 and N are derivations in 8. Since
the derivations of 8 are all inner, there exist elements si, «i in 8

such that
[xs] = [xsi]

and

[xn] = [xni]

for all x in 8. We can assume that the matrices of 8 have the reduced

form
(3)

diag {au a2, ■ • • , a.}

where the a¿ have elements in the algebraic closure ñ of the base field
and for each i the set of matrices {a¿} is irreducible in ß. Since n is
a polynomial in a, its matrix has the form (3) also. Hence n —Wi
has this form. Since n —ni commutes with every x in 8, we can use
Schur's lemma to prove that the matrix of n —«i is
diag {vi, v2, • • • ,v,}

where each v> is a scalar.

On the other

hand,

n is nilpotent

and

»iG8= [88], and this implies that tr v¿= 0 for i = l, 2, • • -, s. Hence
»\ = 0 and « = «iG8. Hence, also, sG8.
We are now in a position to prove the following result.

Theorem 7. If W. is a completely reducible subalgebra of a completely reducible Lie algebra 2, then the centralizer 9? of 9JÎ in 2 is com-

pletely reducible.
Proof. Since 8 is splittable, so is 3Î, and so also is the center of 91.
Hence in view of Theorem 5 it suffices to show that 9Í has a complementary subspace in 8 invariant relative to 5Í. Write 3)î = 3)îi©(5
where SJîi is semi-simple and S is the center and consists of trans-
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formations with simple elementary divisors. Now the adjoints in 8
of the elements of S have simple elementary divisors. It follows that
the set 9)2* of adjoints of the elements of 9JÎ is completely reducible.
Hence, 8 = 9Ki©9#2© • ■ ■ ©9#a where the 9#< are 9ft-invariant and

irreducible. Let SRi,SWi,• ■• , ÜR*be the 9tt<such that [9Dc<9ft]
=0.
Then

m=mi+imi+ ■■■+wik.
lij>k,

mi=[mßi]+[[w$Ji]w]+
Hence, if we set U = 9K*+i+9ft*+2-r-• • • +9JÎ*, then

u = [89«]+ [[saR]a»]
+ ■• •
and 8 = 9Î©U. Also

[[ • • • [[8SR]ÜB]
• • • 3K]SR]
ç [[ • • • [89c]97î]
- • - SWj
S [[[8SR]SR]
• • • ÜR]
so that
relative

[U9i]ÇU. Thus U is a complementary
to 9Î. This completes the proof.

5. Application to Jordan algebras.

subspace

invariant

We suppose first that U is a

Lie triple system of linear transformations,
that is, U is subspace of
linear transformations
closed relative to the ternary composition

[<z6c]=[[a6]c] [7]. If II is a Lie triple system, then [UU] is a Lie
algebra and U+ [UU] is a Lie algebra. The latter

is the enveloping

Lie algebra of U.
Lemma 4. Let U be a completely reducible Lie triple system such that

lin [UU] =0. Then if d is a nilpotent element of U there exists a second
nilpotent element e in U such that [edd] =d, [dee] =e.
Proof.

8 = Uffi [UU] is a completely

reducible Lie algebra. Hence,

we can find b, c in 8 such that [¿c]=d, [6c] = —b, [db]=c. Write
c = ci+c2, Ci in U, c2 in [UU], 6 = 6i + 62, 6Xin U and 62 in [UU]. Then
[ác2]=¿,

[dbi] =c2. Hence by Lemma

1 we can find an element/

in

8 such that [dc2]=d, [fc2]= -/, [df]=c2. Set /=/i+/2, /i in U, f2 in
[UU]. Then [fiC2]= —fi and [dfi]=c2. It follows that e=/i satisfies
the required

conditions.

Lemma 5. If d and e are nonzero linear transformations such that
[edd] =d, [dee] —e, then the transformations d + e are not nilpotent.

Proof.

If we set h= [de], then (d, e, h) satisfies (1). It is known
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that in the irreducible representation
(d, e, h) we can take the representing
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of degree s+1 of the Lie algebra
matrices to be

h = ——-di + Í1 —-t-)*22 + • • • + l — )e.+i,,+i,
d = ei2 + «28 + • • • + e,,,+i,

s
/(i1)(¿ - 2)
e=--en+...+^-r______jeM_1+...

(i-í)s\

It follows that

trde=-Z

I «+i
(t - l)(s + 2 - i) = 0
2 t-2

in the irreducible representation
of degree s-f-L Hence if d and e
have their original meanings, then tr de^O. Since d and e are nilpotent, tr ¿2 = tr e2 = 0. Hence tr (d + e)27¿0 and d±e is not nilpotent.
Now let 21 be a Jordan algebra, that is, 21 is a commutative
algebra in which the identity (xa)a2 = (xa2)a holds. Let U be the set of
(right) multiplications
Ra: x-^xa. We have the fundamental
relation due to Albert [s] and [l] that [RcRbRa = RaiRbRc]]which shows

that U is a Lie triple system. If 21has an identity, then UO [UU] =0.
If 21is semi-simple, U is completely reducible. We use these facts and
the above lemmas to prove the following criterion.

Theorem 8. A Jordan algebra 21 is semi-simple if and only if for
every nilpotent element z of 21 there exists a second nilpotent element w

in 21such that
(4)

z2w — z(zw) — z,

w2z — w(wz) = w.

Proof. An element z of 21 is nilpotent if and only if Rz is nilpotent
[l, Theorem l]. Hence, if 21is semi-simple and z isa nilpotent element
of 21, then by Lemma 4 there exists a w in 21 such that Rw is nil-

potent and [RWRZR„]
=Rt, [RgR^Ry,]=RW. It follows that R¡ir,rw] =R,
and z = z[RzRw\=z2w —z(zw). Similarly,

w2z —w(wz) = w. Conversely,

4 Cf. the proof of Lemma 2. It is well known that any two irreducible representations are equivalent. This can be seen by using the general theory of representations
of semi-simple Lie algebras, or it can be established directly by elementary methods.
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suppose that 21 has the property stated in the theorem. Let z be in
the radical 9Î of 21. Then z is nilpotent. Hence, there exists a w in 9Î
such that (4) holds. The second of these conditions

shows that wG9î.

Now if z^O, then Rz^0. For Rz = 0 implies that z2 = 0 and zw = 0.
Hence, by (4), z = 0. Also (4) shows that w^O and so Rw?*0. By
Lemma

5, Rz±w is not nilpotent

and this contradicts

the relation

z±wG9lî. Hence z = 0, 92= 0, and 21is semi-simple.
(Added April 27, 1950.) We note finally the following application
to the theory of derivations

of Jordan

Theorem
9. The derivation
algebra is completely reducible.

algebra.

algebra of any semi-simple

Jordan

Proof. It is known that the derivation algebra 3) is the space
[UU] where U is the space of right multiplication
[8]. Thus the sub-

algebra 2) of the completely reducible Lie algebra 8 = U+[UU] has
the complementary space U in 8 invariant under 5). Moreover, it is a
well known result of Gantmacher
that derivation
algebras are
splittable (cf. [4]). Hence, by Theorem 5, Ü) is completely reducible.
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